### ACTIVITY LOCATIONS:
- CH of SA Pedi Grand Rounds—CCF, Auditorium
- Pediatric Oncology Multidisciplinary Team (MDT) Conference—CCF, Auditorium
- Janus Rounds—CCF Auditorium

### Pedi Grand Rounds Topics:
- **February 7, 2020**  
  Pediatric Trauma  
  Speakers: Jendi Haug, MD, Ian Mitchell, MD
- **February 14, 2020**  
  Headaches in Children  
  Speaker: Jose Aceves, MD
- **February 21, 2020**  
  The Journey to Value Based Care: Is Pediatrics Ready for the Ride  
  Guest Speaker: Robert Insoft, MD
- **February 28, 2020**  
  Doing Less  
  Guest Speaker: Ricardo Quinonez, MD
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For more information go to [http://www.christussantarosa.org/cme](http://www.christussantarosa.org/cme)